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Get ready to revolutionise the way you  
store and style your clip-in hair extensions! 

!!!!! Exciting new beauty innovation !!!! 
 

Big hair is big at the moment, and so hair extensions are a big business too! And with the world of celebrity 
becoming more attainable for the girl next door, the market for clip-in extensions is booming ... 
 
The problem: until now is there is no way to store them, so many girls like myself end up with tangled, matted 
extensions ... Which isn't a good look! 
 
Another frustration is trying to style themಹ you either have to struggle on your own or find a willing volunteer to 
stand and hold them for you. 
 
The solution however is a brand new, funky, first of its kind innovation that allows the user to style their 
extensions hands free, and stores nearly a metreಬs worth of hair tangle free. This is the perfect solution to a 
simple problem that any user of clip-in extensions will have experienced. 
 

So I would like to introduce you to HairHangerzಹ 
 
HairHangerz look great and theyಬre functional too! They allow you to store nearly a metreಬs worth of hair (in 
varying weft widths) Your extensions will hang neatly and tangle free in between use. 
 
When you need to dry or style them your HairHanger will 'stick' firmly into place so that you have both hands 
free to style as you would your own hair. 
 
HairHangerz comes with a handy cover to allow you to transport with ease. So if you are going away on 
holiday, or taking them to the hairdresser you have a convenient way to carry them, and as they are zipped 
safely inside a cover they wonಬt get damaged, wet or blown around. 

 
The benefits of HairHangerz 

 
  Keep your extensions in one place tangle free and stop hair tangling and getting matted. Maintaining their 

condition for longer. 
 
  Allows you to dry and style them using both hands instead of getting someone else to hold them or 

struggling with them yourself. 
 
  Drying time reduced, styling quicker and easier. 
 
  Easily transportable ... Take to a friendಬs ready for a night out, away for the weekend or on holiday. 
 
  Handy cover keeps them in style, prevents them getting damaged, wet or blown around. 
 
  Appeals to the girl next door, or to stylists. Take pre-styled hair to a shoot and save time on set! 
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HairHangerz are currently available in two colour-ways, white and pink, and purple, black and gold. 
 

HairHangerz ... Extend the life of your extensions 

 

For further information: Please take a look at www.hairhangerz.com/ 

Contact Kate Arnold, Director of HairHangerz Ltd and the inventor of HairHangerz.  
Email: kate@hairhangerz.com or Telephone: 07717488037. 

 

 


